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What can I do with Chemistry qualifications?
•
•
•
•
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Analytical chemist
Archeologist
Biochemist
Biotechnologist
Chemical Engineer
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An introduction to
under graduate
organic chemistry
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A quantitative
approach to
understanding
reaction rates

•
•
•
•
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Food technologist
Forensic/material scientist
Geochemical engineer
Geologist
Medicine

•
•
•
•
•

Nanotechnologist
Nutritionist
Patent attorney
Toxicologist
Vetinary Medicine

Advanced analytical
techniques in the
modern laboratory

Advanced reaction
kinetics

Discover some of
the most important
metals in our lives

Further instrumental
techniques
We need energy to think,
to move, to live. Chemistry
is used to explore these
energy changes

An in-depth dive into
the reactions that
keep us alive

Transition
metals

Advanced redox
chemistry

Advanced chemical
energetics

Acid and ba
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Some reactions are fast, some
are slow. Learn to manipulate
the rate of reaction

How to get the best possible
yield from reactants

Building beyond pH and
universal indicator
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Understand and
analyse the energy
changes during a
reaction

Fundamentals of
reaction kinetics

Chemical
equilibrium

A detailed introduction into
this huge area of science

Formulae and
equations

Fundamentals of o
xid

Atomic structure and
the periodic table

Chemical bonding
and structure

Analytical Chemistry

Quantitative chemistry

The rate and extent of chemical change –
Making more and making it faster. Making
chemistry work for us in the real world.
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Everyday applications of
chemistry in the real world
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Atomic Structure and
the Periodic Table

Metals are everywhere,
what do they do, how do
they react?
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How chemistry has
changed the world
through the discovery
of metals

als

All about atoms, their structure
and their arrangement in the
periodic table

Chemical
energy

The chemistry
of metals

Elements, compounds
and mixtures
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Acids and alkalis

YEAR
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Climate
chemistry

A beginner’s guide to everything experimental
in the chemistry laboratory

Introduction
to chemistry
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Discovering the chemical properties
of these famous solutions

Your Chemistry journey starts here ...

KS2

YEAR
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States of Matter
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Let’s find out the
basics of chemical
reactions

Using ideas about particles to
understand and explain the
world around us
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An introduction to
environmental and
atmospheric
science

How can we separate materials?
What techniques can we use?

Separating
mixtures
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Reactions that cause
temperature changes

The particle
model

How are atoms joined
together and why REALLY
helps us understand the
world around us

What is matter and why it really
does matter!
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How chemistry can help us understand
materials, their properties, their uses and
managing waste.

Earth’s resources

Bond
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Chemistry of the atmosphere
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Chemical
changes

The chemistry
of carbon

If we’re going to save our planet, we first
have to understand it!
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Re-arranging atoms; the magic of chemistry.
Chemical reactions and their importance in
our world
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Explaining and
understanding
the link between
chemistry and
energy
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Using resources

Chemical change

The most common and
important reactions in
everyday life

How much and how do we know?
Using maths in chemical reactions.
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Linking your learning by
focusing in on some key
concepts in chemistry

The type of and shape
bonds influence chemical
interactions

Using chemistry to investigate and
identify the materials around us.
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Atoms govern how
everything works in the
world around us.
YEAR

How are modern analytical techniques used to
advance our understanding of chemistry?

Maths in Chemistry - the
foundation to success

Fundamentals of
organic chemistry
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Instrumental
techniques
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The alchemist’s
cookbook

